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Shemonchuk D.S., Zhigalov O.S.
AN APPROACH TO INFORMATION RETRIEVAL IN HIGH-NOISE
AUDIO FILES BEFORE THEIRS COMPLETE OPENING
shemonchuk@mirea.ru

Nowadays a huge volume of information is stored in a form of digital audio
files and for ordinary users it is becoming highly difficult to trace the relevant
audio data. This fact naturally makes us to direct our attention to productive
computer methods of analysis, retrieval, and data processing that could be of help
in navigation within audio data warehouses. As the standard search procedures
with use of keywords and topics will not do for the search of correct information
among innumerable varieties of audio files, the navigation inside the warehouses
becomes highly time-consuming operation and in some cases even senseless.
At the same time the technologies of audio data recognition, such as Audio
Data Mining [1], make rapid strides. These technologies make possible to conduct
a high-speed and qualitative navigation inside the audio records. However, to use
the benefits of these technologies in full value it is necessary to solve a number of
existing problems in audio data processing. Note two of them:
• Instability of parameters of speech signals associated with essential
variance of word pronouncing and complexity of processes of word-formation.
• Existence of words that coincide very closely in sounds and set of
phonemes that often makes computer recognition rather embarrassing.
At presents, there is an audio data processing algorithm that is normally
applied to already existing programs for the information search in audio data
environment. Presented in Fig.1 this algorithm is realized, for example, in the
Voice Digger program [2].

Fig. 1. An example of the existing audio data processing algorithm
Fig. 2 presents an updated algorithm that we suggest for audio data processing
in educational computer networks.
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Fig. 2. An updated method of processing audio data in educational computer
networks
As it can be seen from the Fig.2, the main distinctive feature of the
proposed algorithm is availability of the additional preliminary step of processing
the audio data and transformation this data into speech.
A specific realization of the proposed method is shown in Fig.3.
Fig.3 shows that we apply digital signal processing method [3] as a
preliminary stage for relevant information searching. For qualitative audio-data
recognition it is necessary first of all to transform a musical file into speech thus
eliminating noises and unnecessary sounds which impede the qualitative analysis.
Then, in the second stage, we propose to recognize the speech and transform it into
text information using a database that contains about 5000 correctly dictated
words. In the third stage the word searching is effected according to the user’s inquires and the semantic components of the words found the text is determined by
Latent Semantic Analysis [4]. In the end, list of relevant data with corresponding
semantic meanings is formed for the user.
For experimental checking of the proposed method the authors worked out a
special web-application based on Java and XML languages. In the experiments
fifty different audio files (musical composition) were used which were relatively
equal in frequency of sounds. All the files were reconverted into the most popular
audio formats *.mp3, *.wav, *.wma, *.acc, *.ogg and *.ac3. Twenty eight out of
50 experimental audio files contained the word combination «New Year», five
files contain the word “New” and three files contained the word “Year” (see Fig.4,
left diagram). The program has found 26 audio files with word combination “New
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Year”, 5 files with the word “New” and 3 files with the word “Year” (Fig.4, right
diagram).

Fig. 3. A specific realization of the updated audio data processing method
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Fig.4. Test results: initially loaded data (left diagram) and data generated with
use of the updated algorithm (right diagram)
Our experience suggests that existing technologies being quite satisfactory for
the audio files with solely text signals are not so effective in speech recognition in
some audio files with a high degree of noise information. In this paper a
practicable algorithm for information search in high-noise audio channels is
proposed. The performance of the algorithm was confirmed in operations with text
recognition in various audio files containing musical compositions.
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Shakeev K.T., Fazylov K.K.
DISTENSION OF ABDOMINAL RAPHE APONEUROSIS:
MATHEMATICAL MODELING
konstantinfazylov@gmail.com

At the present stage of development of medicine and medical technologies
herniology has a whole number of unsolved problems. First of all there are no
numerical methods to diagnostic a tension of aponeurosis of ventral abdominal
wall. Postoperative ventral hernias are dangerous and spread disease. Development
of effective methods of surgical plasty of ventral hernias is quite actual problem.
Analysis with quantitative technique of theory of elasticity permits to formalize
laparometrical and postoperative studying of patients in terms of mathematics. It
can be good base to develop specialized computer algorithms. Computer
diagnostics of aponeurosis complex will enable to individualize parameters of one
and forecast postoperative rehabilitation of patients and hernia relapse probability.
Laparometrical studies of distribution of patients under different types of
habit of body were successfully done in [1]. Author of the article singles three
types of the abdomen in dependence on value of the body-build index out. Stated
by him classification of geometrical properties of the aponeurosis can be
generalized mathematically with suggesting by us methods.
Study of strength and rigidity of the aponeurosis complex can be come to
solving of tensor equilibrium equation. Different mechanical properties of the
aponeurosis of white line, inguinal region, and muscle-fascia complex are modeled
by different values of Young modulus and Poisson ratio which are measured
experimentally. It is reasonable to do complex computations of strength and
rigidity on base of solution of equilibrium equation for several regions on surface
of prolate spheroid with different values of Young modulus and Poisson ratio.
We are about to develop mathematical model of physiological distension of
the aponeurosis which makes possible to give a numerical diagnosis of aponeurosis
stress.
Equilibrium equations solving to linear approximation enables to simplify
studying of the model under physiological distension of collagen fibers.
Base of the study are the equations [4]
∂σ ik
= 0.
(1)
∂xk
We need the equations to be solved in prolate spheroidal coordinates [2]. This
geometry is natural for the aponeurosis complex. The equation (1) is valid for each
area of the prolate spheroid where Young modulus and Poisson ratio are constant.
To simplify mathematical manipulations hernial defect of aponeurosis is
supposed to have elliptic shape.
Deformation of the aponeurosis can be caused by overlapping of the defect
and extra loads with rectuses and abdominal internal and external oblique muscles
contractions. Maximal mechanical stress must be limited by physiologically
allowable value of one.
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Equilibrium equation (1) in prolate spheroidal coordinates can be transformed
to the form [3]
∂
∂
∂
h
h
h
h
σ
σ
+
+
(
)
(
)
(hξ hησ ξϕ ) = 0
η
ϕ
ξξ
ξ
ϕ
ξη
 ∂ξ
∂η
∂ϕ

∂
∂
(hξ hϕσ ηη ) + ∂ (hξ hησ ηϕ ) = 0 .
(2)
 (hη hϕ σ ηξ ) +
ξ
η
ϕ
∂
∂
∂

∂
∂
(hξ hϕσ ϕη ) + ∂ (hξ hησ ϕϕ ) = 0
 (hη hϕ σ ϕξ ) +
∂η
∂ϕ
 ∂ξ
Here hξ , hη , hϕ are Lame constants.
Taking into account mechanical properties of aponeurosis complex, we confined ourselves to compute diagonal components, neglecting small value of tangential stresses. In addition equality
σ ηη = 0
is conditioned by shear deformation of collagen fibers is vanish. So, we have
two diagonal components of stress tensor and system (2) can be represented as
∂
2
2
2
 ∂ξ (ξ − η )(ξ − 1)σ ξξ = 0

(3)

σ
∂
 ϕϕ = 0
 ∂ϕ

(

)

describing the stress in two-dimensional system. Solution of the system is obvious
Ξ (η , ϕ )

σ ξξ =
(ξ 2 − η 2 )(ξ 2 − 1) .
(4)

σ = Φ (ξ ,η )
 ϕϕ
Functions Ξ(η ,ϕ ) and Φ (ξ ,η ) can be obtained from boundary conditions of
integral force of tension along an elliptic boundary Γ of area with constant values
of Young modulus and Poisson ratio.
The boundary conditions for equilibrium equations enable to relate prolate
spheroidal components pα of density of distribution of deforming aponeurosis
force to components of the stress tensor. In accordance to [4] we have
σ αβ nβ = pα .
(5)
The vector n is a unit normal to the two-dimensional boundary Γ of the elliptic region. n is tangent to surface of the aponeurosis.
Integrating both sides of equation (5) along the elliptic contour Γ we obtain
following integral relation
(6)
∫ σ αβ nβ dl = ∫ pα dl = Pα
Γ

Γ

between solutions of equilibrium equations and components of the vector P
of density of the deforming force distribution.
Developing by us computing diagnostics methods of resistibility of aponeuro-
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sis complex can be a base for mathematization of laparometric and intraoperative
study of ventral abdominal wall. Simple evaluation of principal stresses in aponeurosis of white line was suggested in [5] on base of intraoperative measurement of
the integral force. Suggesting in this article methods are grounded on rigorous
mathematical tools and enable to get objective computing results taking into account individual features of habit of body and patient’s shape of abdomen.
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Redkin Y.V.
MONITORING SYSTEM OF DISTRIBUTED OBJECTS BASED IN LOWFREQUENCY ISM BAND
redkin_yura@mail.ru

The resources consumption monitoring is obtained wide application because
of the universal tendency of tariffs rising for electricity, water and heat
consumption. A feature of such monitoring systems is a large number of control
objects, distributed over a wide area, i.e. sea port territory. This monitoring
systems feature makes natural wireless technology using to combine the controlled
objects in the network by: satellite communication systems, cell networks, radio
modem networks, etc.
The special interest for resources consumption monitoring is the use of
unlicensed ISM (Industrial, Scientific, and Medical) band wireless technologies,
which are being actively developed in the recent years. Most wireless technologies
of ISM band intended for operation in the wavelength 2.4 GHz. Consequence of
widespread use of wireless devices in this wavelength band is a problem of
electromagnetic compatibility in the 2.4 GHz. As a result, a wireless systems
designer has shown considerable interest in the low-frequency ISM bands (433 and
868 MHz in Europe, from 902 to 928 MHz in the U.S.) and the encoding method,
which enables to a long distance communication.
The main problem that occurs when the ISM band is used for monitoring of
territory distributed objects is the limited range of communication, which are able
to provide radio modules, positioned as short-range devices. Despite this, ISM
band radio modules in some cases can provide considerably coverage due to
special methods of data transmission. So, Radiocrafts company produce lowfrequency ISM band (868 MHz) radio modules with high power transmitter that
can provide coverage about 5 - 6 km (in a open field) [1].
However, the transmitter output power increasing in order to expand the
transmission range is limited by requirements on output power of unlicensed ISM
band (10 mW typically). In this case, a good alternative are, first, the various
methods of error-correcting coding, and, second, special monitoring network
topologies, such as "linear cell network", presented in fig. 1 [2].

Fig. 1. Linear cell network topology
As seen from the fig. 1, the proposed network topology is designed to collect
data from the objects, which are along a single (not necessarily straight) line. In
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this network the Central Radio Module (CRM) unit, which acts as a Server,
collects data from Radio Modems (RM) by remote modules, which acts as a
Routers (RT). Thus, the radio modems with high power output and long-range data
transmission are used as routers and lower power radio modems are used as endpoints and are intended to provide local wireless devices connections. As for
resource consumption monitoring system the linear cell network may have, for
example, the following configuration: routers are located along the street (e.g., on
poles), and intelligent sensors (meters) of resource consumption, equipped with
internal radio modem – directly in the field of resource consumption (e.g., in
houses).
The communication channels of ISM-band are non-ideal and have some negative features, such as additive noise, fading caused by multipath propagation, and
interference. As a result, the received signal is often distorted that the received
message cannot be recognized. Since to get rid of interference and electromagnetic
compatibility problems, using low-frequency ISM-bands, is not possible, than in
order to increase the range of radio modems error control coding of transmitted
data can be used. Cyclic redundancy check (CRC) codes are the most widely used
error-detecting codes because of the ease of their implementation. CRC can detect
the damage data packet and request retransmission of packets that contained errors
using Automatic Repeat Request (ARQ). In an ARQ scheme, an error-detecting
code is combined with some retransmission protocol. If the receiver decoder detects errors in the received data packet, it generates a retransmission request to the
transmitter. If the receiver decoder detects no errors, the receiver sends positive
receipt to the transmitter. That is ARQ schemes require a feedback channel.
Consequence of ARQ used is a long delay, loss of productivity and an increase in
the power consumed by the device [3].
There is another way to increase the range of radio modems that is to use the
Forward Error Correction (FEC) methods [4], which can detect and correct errors
without ARQ. The basic idea of FEC is that the transmitted message is divided into
blocks and each block is added check bits that form a code word. The best-known
FEC-codes are the Reed-Solomon codes (RS) that are the powerful correction tool
of packet errors. These RS-codes can correct any symbol errors in the block
despite of the symbol damage character. This property provides significant
advantage of the RS-codes for packet errors correction (other FEC-code are
combined with interleaving for this purpose). Besides the block codes the FEC
schemes of ISM radio modules can used turbo-codes [5]. The turbo-code is a
high-performance code obtained by a combination of codes, using an iterative
decoding algorithm of the code sequence and a soft decision tree. Like the RScodes, any turbo-codes are an effective correction tools for random and packet
errors.
Endpoints of data acquisition (monitoring) system are wireless intelligent
resource consumption sensors, which are complex multi-functional devices.
Usually low power radio transmitter and sensitive receiver with baseband digital
signal processor (DSP) are integrated into the sensor. DSP-processor is used
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instead of the standard processor because the error-correcting coding for forward
error correction (FEC-coding) requires a processor with high performance.
Standard microprocessors based on the 80C51 core able to solve basic problems of
the communication (data transfer): to organize the user interface and protocol
stack, to control radio transceiver and power supply circuits, etc. But 80C51 core
microprocessors do not have enough computing power to run data encoding/
decoding redundant algorithms. For this purpose it is necessary to apply a special
DSP-controller which allows: to increase transfer rate, to reduce the
communication delay, to ensure quality of service, when changing propagation
conditions, and to ensure the security of the channel [6]. Thus, today a special DSP
controller is an integral part of ISM intelligent sensors of resource consumption.
In conclusion, it should be noted that modern radio modules, designed for
ISM band, allows create low-cost distributed monitoring system of resource
consumption, that easy to use and ensure to modification by new technological
solutions in future. Moreover, the main drawback of ISM-band networks – short
range – can be successfully overcome by the use of: low-frequency ISM-bands,
special monitoring system network topology and forward error correction methods
(RS-codes, turbo-codes), implemented by using the built in DSP-processors.
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Nelyubin A.P.
CRITERIA IMPORTANCE THEORY: SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF
MULTICRITERIAL CHOICE USING INTERVAL IMPORTANCE
INFORMATION
nelubin@gmail.com

Choosing the best, or most preferred, variant from a set of variants (alternatives) by several criteria should be based on the preferences of the decision-maker
(DM). Elicitation of these preferences is usually carried out in a dialogue mode using decision support systems (DSS). However in most cases it is difficult for the
DM to estimate his (her) preferences precisely. Therefore, in practice, after calculating the solution it can be useful to analyze its sensitivity to changes of the parameter reflecting the DM’s preferences. It means to identify the extent by which
the parameter can vary while the set of solutions does not change.
Most known approaches to the parametric sensitivity analysis are based on the
value function that depends on certain parameters (typically criterion weights) [1].
A general approach to the parametric sensitivity (stability) analysis of choice problems with partial preference relations was developed in [2]. Using this approach in
this paper we will propose a method for evaluation of sensitivity with respect to the
changes of the parametric bounds of a feasible interval containing a degree of importance superiority defined by the criteria importance theory [3, 4].
We will use the following model of the choice problem:
<X, K, Z0, R(h), H>,
where X={x1,…, xn} is the set of variants, K = (K1,…, Km) is the vector criterion,
which consists of m≥2 criteria. Each criterion is a function defined on X and taking
values from the common scale Z0 = {1, …, q}. The numbers 1, . . . , q in are the
grades on the criterion range. These only represent the preference order of the criterion values: the larger grades are preferred to smaller ones. Each variant xt in X is
characterized by its vector estimate K(xt) = (K1(xt),…, Km(xt)). R(h) is a parametric
non-strict preference relation (partial weak order) on X: xtR(h)xp means that for a
fixed value h∈H the variant xt is not less preferable than the variant xp. The relation
R(h) induces an indifference relation I(h) and a (strict) preference relation P(h):
xtI(h)xp ⇔ xtR(h)xp ∧ xpR(h)xt; xtP(h)xp ⇔ xtR(h)xp ∧ xpR(h)xt (here, xpR(h)xt means
that xpR(h)xt is not true). H is the non-empty feasible set for parameter h. Relation
R(H) corresponding to the set H is defined as follows: xtR(H)xp holds if and only if
xtR(h)xp is true for every parameter value h∈H. It also induces an indifference relation I(H) and a strict preference relation P(H).
A variant xt is called non-dominated by P(H), if there is no variant xp such that
xpP(H)xt. The whole set X(H) of non-dominated by P(H) variants will be treated as
the solution of the choice problem under incomplete preference information H.
Quantitative information Θ about the criteria importance consists of statements «Criterion Ki is hij times as important as criterion Kj» [4]. If the information
Θ is complete and consistent, then the degrees of importance superiority hij correspond to criteria importance values β1,…, βm such that
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hij = βi / βj, i, j = 1, …, m.
(1)
Since hij = hik × hkj, it is convenient to work with the vector h = (h1, …, hm–1),
where hi = hi,i+1, i = 1,…, m – 1. These degrees of importance superiority we will
use as parameters.
In practice it is reasonable to estimate quantitative relative importance of criteria after obtaining more simple and reliable qualitative estimates. Qualitative information Ω about the criteria importance consists of statements «Criterion Ki is
more preferable then Kj» (ifj) и «Criteria Ki and Kj are equally important» (i≈j)
[3]. It induces on X the non-strict preference relation RΩ. Complete and consistent
information Ω allows us to order all the criteria according to importance. For notational simplicity, the criteria are assumed to be indexed in non-decreasing order of
their relative importance (so that K1 is the most important criterion, while Km is the
least important criterion). Then the degrees of superiority satisfy the conditions:
i ≈ i+1 ∈Ω ⇒ hi = 1, i f i+1 ∈Ω ⇒ hi > 1.
(2)

Constraints (2) specify the set HΩ of vectors h = (h1,…, hm–1).
The relation RΩ is seldom enough to choose only one non-dominated variant.
So we have to extend it by refining preference information. As a way to do it the
DM can estimate boundaries of the feasible intervals containing the degrees of superiority hi. Such interval information Ξ can be represented as
1 ≤ li* ≤ hi ≤ ri*, i = 1, …, m – 1.
(3)
Note, that if criteria Ki and Ki+1 are equally important then li* = ri* = 1. Constraints (3) specify the set H* of vectors h. Assume that the information Ξ does not
contradict to Ω (i.e. conditions (2) hold), so that H*⊆HΩ. Our aim is to analyze
sensitivity of the set X(H*) of non-dominated by P(H*) variants to changes of
boundaries lj* and rj* corresponding to any parameter hj > 1.
Let us evaluate sensitivity of a variant xt* from X*. A variant xp potentially
dominates the variant xt*, if there exists a hpt∈HΩ, such that xpP(hpt)xt* (see [2]). If
there is no variants potentially dominating the variant xt*, then this variant is called
absolutely not sensitive, or absolutely stable. In [2] a number of common statements were formulated to facilitate the search of potentially dominating variants.
Here we will concentrate on the procedure of comparing two variants xt* and xp.
For each xt in X consider the function fik(xt) defined as
fik(xt) = 1 if Ki(xt) > k; fik(xt) = 0 if Ki(xt) ≤ k, k = 1, …, q – 1; i = 1, …, m.
The decision rule specifying the non-strict preference relation R(h) on the set
X for a given value of h can be stated as follows [4]:
m
(4)
xpR(h)xt ⇔ ∑i =1 β i (h)( f ik ( x p ) − f ik ( x t )) ≥ 0 , k = 1, …, q – 1,
Taking into account (1) the importance values βi(h) can be expressed in terms
of h1, …, hm–1 up to a common factor:
βi(h) = hi ×…× hm–1, i = 1, …, m – 1; βm(h) = 1.
(5)
p
t
k
Define the differences ci = fik(x ) – fik(x ), which depend on the variants xp and
xt. They take values from {–1, 0, 1}. Rewrite the decision rule (4):
xpR(h)xt⇔ c1k h1h2 Lhm−1 + c2k h2 Lhm−1 +K+ cmk −1hm−1 + cmk ≥ 0 , k = 1, …, q – 1. (6)
And if at least one of these inequalities is strict then xpP(h)xt. Together with
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(2) these conditions specify the set Hpt⊆HΩ of parameters h, such that xpP(hpt)xt*.
Assume that changes of boundaries lj* and rj* to lj^ and rj^, respectively, lead
to transformation of the set H* to H^. To evaluate sensitivity of the variant xt*
compared to the variant xp it is necessary to find such minimal changes |lj*–lj^| and
|rj*–rj^| that xpP(H^)xt* (i.e. xpP(h)xt* holds for every h∈H^). Geometrically
speaking, these changes should inscribe (completely include) the multidimensional
parallelepiped H^ into the set Hpt. Important notice should be taken of the fact that
it is sufficient to move into the set Hpt just vertices of H^. Indeed, consider the set
B of importance values vector β = (β1,…, βm) determined by (5) and the interval
constraints (3). As it was proved in [5] all vertices of B are described by (5), where
every hj equals to lj* or rj*. So vertices of B and H^ are in one-to-one correspondence. It is known from linear programming that the linear polynomials from (4)
reach their minimal values at one or several vertices of B. Hence the polynomials
from (6) reach their minimal values at vertices of H^. And if the values of these
polynomials at all vertices of H^ are not less then zero, then the conditions (6) hold
on the whole set H^.
We will evaluate sensitivity of multicriteria choice to changes of only one interval of a parameter hj > 0. Using the notice proved before, we can substitute into
(6) extreme values of all parameters apart from hj, and consider the obtained inequalities as linear constraints on hj:
x R(h)x ⇔ (c h L h
p

t

k *
1 1

*
j −1

+K+ c h

k
*
j −1 j −1

+ c )h j + c
k
j

k
j +1

+

c kj+2
h*j +1

+K+

cmk
≥ 0,
(h*j +1 L hm* −1 )

k = 1, …, q – 1,
(7)
where hi* = li* or ri*, i = 1,…, j – 1, j + 1,…, m – 1. If the sum in the first braces is
positive, then the expression
h j (h*, k ) = −(c kj+1 +

c kj+2
h*j +1

+K+

cmk
) /(c1k h1* L h*j −1 + K + c kj−1h*j −1 + c kj )
*
*
h j +1 L hs

(8)

defines the down limit hj(h*, k) of the parameter hj. If the sum is negative,
then the expression (8) defines the up limit h j (h*, k) of the parameter hj. And if the
sum is equal to zero, then the corresponding condition from (7) is reduced to
c kj+1 + c kj+2 / h *j +1 + K + cmk /( h*j +1 L hm* −1 ) ≥ 0 . If the intersection of all these constraints obtained for all combinations of h* = (h1*,…, hj–1*, hj+1*,…, hm–1*) and k ∈ {1,…, q
– 1} is not empty, then it determines the desired set H jpt of values hj, such that the
variant xp dominates the variant xt*:
max{h j ( h*, k ), 1} ≤ h j ≤ min{h j ( h*, k )} .
(9)
h*, k
h*, k

Here, the right limit is equal to the minimum of finite values h j (h*, k), if any.
Otherwise the right limit is equal to +∞. If the intersection (9) is empty then the set
H jpt is also empty. In such a case xpP(H^)xt* can not be achieved by changing lj*
and rj*.
When the interval (9) is found, we should move boundaries lj* and rj* to lj^ и
rj^, respectively, so that the interval lj^ ≤ hj ≤ rj^ is completely included in (9). And
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absolute values |lj*–lj^| and |rj*–rj^| of these changes should be minimal. These absolute values of changes characterize the sensitivity of the variant xt* with respect
to the parameter hj. Fig. 1 shows some cases of the intervals’ arrangement and the
appropriate movements of boundaries into the set H jpt .

Fig. 1. Different cases of arrangement of the intervals
The following numerical example illustrates the technique proposed. Consider
m = 5 criteria with the common scale Z0 = {1, 2, 3}. It is required to compare by
preference two variants: x1 = (2, 1, 1, 3, 3) and x2 = (1, 3, 2, 2, 2). The DM orders
the criteria according to importance {1f2, 2f3, 3f4, 4f5} and establishes the following interval boundaries (3): l* = (1.5, 1, 1.5, 1.25), r* = (5/3, 2, 2, 2). Examine
sensitivity of the non-dominated by P(H*) variant x1 to changes of boundaries l2*
and r2* of the feasible interval containing h2 (the degree of importance superiority
of K2 over K3). Check if the variant x2 potentially dominates the variant x1 with respect to the parameter h2. Write decision rules (4) and (6) for k = 1 and 2:
− β1 (h) + β 2 ( h) + β 3 (h) ≥ 0,
x 2 R ( h ) x1 ⇔ 
⇔
β 2 (h) − β 4 ( h) − β 5 (h) ≥ 0;
− h1h2 h3 h4 + h2 h3 h4 + h3 h4 ≥ 0,
(1 − h1 ) h2 + 1 ≥ 0,
⇔
⇔
(h3 ) h2 − 1 − 1 / h4 ≥ 0.
h2 h3 h4 − h4 − 1 ≥ 0;

Substitute h1 = l1* and h1 = r1* to the first inequality. The expression in the
braces is negative. Hence, h2 (l1*) = 1/(1.5 – 1) = 2, h2 (r1*) = 1/(5/3 – 1) = 1.5.
Now substitute the extreme values of the parameters h3 and h4 to the second
inequality: h2(l3*, l4*) = (1 + 0.8)/1.5 = 1.2, h2(l3*, r4*) = (1 + 0.5)/1.5 = 1, h2(r3*,
l4*) = (1 + 0.8)/2 = 0.9, h2(r3*, r4*) = (1 + 0.5)/2 = 0.75.
The intersection of these up and down constraints determines the set H 221 of
the parameter h2 values, such that x2P(h2)x1: 1.2 ≤ h2 ≤ 1.5. Since l2* = 1 < 1.2 and
r2* = 2 > 1.5, we have the case depicted in the middle of the Fig. 1. So to gain
x2P(H^)x1,we have to increase l2* by 0.2 and decrease r2* by 0.5. According to
metric, quantitative measure of sensitivity of the variant x1 is 0.7 (the sum of absolute changes) or 0.5 (the maximum of absolute changes).
The method of sensitivity analysis proposed in this paper is implemented in
the new computer multiple criteria decision support system DASS [6].
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PROCESS-ORIENTED APPROACH IN MCU PROGRAMMING
deadproger@gmail.com, zyubin@iae.nsk.su
Introduction
Mass produced open prototyping platforms (such as Maple, Arduino, Raspberry Pi, and successors) being delivered to the market has resulted in substantial
reduction in cost of microcontroller platforms that provides for use of digital technologies in applications where custom solutions (including those based on PLCs)
appear impractical [1]. Quantity built microcontroller platforms combined with the
broad variety of compatible peripherals available allow developers to concentrate
their effort solely on the software component of their products. Specific features of
embedded system development include standalone mode operation (i. e. without
OS), environment interaction via microcontroller peripherals, using event driven
algorithms, active use of the interrupt system as well as tight requirements for platform resources utilization.
Microcontroller-based embedded systems nowadays are generally built using
the C programming language in conjunction with apparent use of MCU-specific
assembly languages for performance-critical code sections. This technique while
giving full access to architectural features of the platform does not provide any
support for event-driven algorithm construction strategies.
Arduino/Wiring/Processing-based solutions available today provide a basic set of functions oriented towards standalone application design thus significantly decreasing
basic entry level requirements for the field of embedded system development. Due
to the high abstraction level of the interfaces used, however, these solutions do not
allow for effective MCU resources utilization and like the previously discussed Cbased approach do not provide any support for use of event-driven programming
strategies. As algorithm complexity grows, at some point developers would usually
find this approach impractical and have to turn to the more efficient pure C-based
programming. Conversely, modern process-oriented programming languages (e. g.
the C-based Reflex language) while providing full support for event-driven standalone applications development, do not implement any tools for unified interaction
with the MCUs’ interrupt system.
In this paper we discuss the possibilities of modifying the process-oriented
Reflex language for use with microcontroller platforms, propose preliminary requirements for such modification and introduce an extended hyperprocess model
that could serve as mathematical basis for a formal language.
Requirements
In order for the new language to inherit full versatility of C-based MCU programming approach it has been suggested to retain support for most of the C language syntax, meanwhile extending it with new syntactic constructions. This
would be partially achieved as a result of intermediate translation into C-code.
The intended area of application for the language (control and automation)
requires built-in support for event driven algorithms and synchronous operation.
One of the reported major drawbacks in using Reflex language has been absence of
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modular programming support. Hence it is important to avoid re-inducing this
limitation in the new language.
Summarizing the considerations above we have come up with a set of requirements for the language:
•
C language syntax support
•
Built-in support for event-driven strategies
•
Synchronous operation
•
Logical concurrency
•
Support for modular programming
•
Unified interrupt handling tools
Hyperprocesses
Previous study [2] introduced the modified finite state machine mathematical
model that underlies modern Reflex language implementations. According to that
model, any control algorithm can be described as a hyperprocess (HP) – a sequenced set of processes repeatedly activated with an activation period TH:
H = (TH , P, p1),
where TH stands for the HP activation period, P defines the set of HP processes and
p1 is the first activated process, p1 ∈ P.
Each process represents a modified state machine and is defined as follows:
pi = (Fi, fi1, ficur, Tip ),
where Fi is the set of state functions of the process, fi1 is the initial state function (
fi1 ∈ Fi), ficur is the current state function (ficur ∈ Fi) and Tip represents the instantaneous time of the process staying in current state.
j-th state function of i-th process is defined by a pair of sets:
fij = (Xij, Yij),
where Xij = {xij1, …, xijL} is the events set and Yij = {yij1, …, yijL} is the reactions set.
The set of reactions Yij can be divided into two subsets: computational reactions Yijcalc and control reactions Yijctrl that manipulate the control flow by specifying the next state for the process to go into:
Yij = Yijcalc U Yijctrl.
The processes are consequently executed in declaration order, each process
effectively representing a separate control flow. The hyperprocess model thereby
implements the basic principles of event-driven strategies and logical concurrency.
Modified hyperprocess model
The model described in [2] has been developed for a very broad variety of applications and therefore does not meet all the above stated requirements. In order to
comply with definitive MCU programming principles the hyperprocess model
needs to be adjusted for built-in interrupt support.
The fundamental idea here is to describe each interrupt service routine (ISR)
as a separate hyperprocess with behavior and properties slightly different from
those of the main (background) HP. In practice the ISR hyperprocesses are likely
to contain much smaller numbers of processes than the background HP.
Interrupts introduction to the model induces changes on the process reactions
set structure as well. A new set Yijint of interrupt control reactions is appended to
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Yijcalc and Yijctrl:
Yij = Yijcalc U Yijctrl U Yijint.
These reactions represent any changes to the interrupt system state and effectively define interaction between hyperprocesses.
It is suggested that ISR addresses are defined statically upon translation and
remain intact during system operation. The described simplification is based on authors’ practical observation that most applications do not require dynamic ISR address changes. This assumption, while having effectively no impact on language
flexibility, will greatly reduce complexity of underlying mathematical model, thus
resulting in a generally more efficient and sound language implementation.

Figure 1. Hyperprocess operation
Original model assumes that a hyperprocess operates in cyclic manner with a
constant activation period TH (Figure ). Ensuring sufficiently small system reaction
time implies for the following constraint:
TH << Tevent,
where TH is hyperprocess activation period and Tevent is the event occurrence period. The hyperprocess activation period hereby determines the system reaction
time upon external and internal events. Should an interrupt occur inside the hyperprocess execution iteration, the activation time might locally increase over TH disrupting synchronous system operation and potentially increasing the reaction time.
As each ISR is also defined by a hyperprocess with predetermined activation period, its execution can again be interrupted by another HP. Maintaining constant
hyperprocess activation period with interrupt HPs being introduced to the model
thus requires the TH constraint to be enhanced:

THmain +

∑T

k
H

k∈I

< TH ,

main
where TH
stands for the background process execution time, I is the set of ac-

k

tive ISR HPs, TH is the k-th ISR HP execution time and TH is the background HP
activation period.
Conclusion
Efficient application of process-oriented methodology in the field of micro-
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controller-based embedded system development requires unified built-in language
support for interrupt handling. We have introduced a modified hyperprocess model
that can provide a mathematical basis for a compliant language. Further work in
this direction would include specifying syntax for the language and implementing
a translator into C-code.
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INFORMATION SYSTEMS SECURITY MANAGEMENT: OPTIMIZED
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Many organizations today need to implement effective information security
management within their activities. They need then to go through certain phases to
reach the goal of optimized information systems security state. In fact, this is like
the common process of analysis we can find from many types of organizations - or
even IT project development process:
• What is to do is to start from Information security strategy which consist
of a kind of analysis which present the state we have today and which state we aim
to reach tomorrow.
• After the strategy, we put in place a kind of Information security organization which describe or design ideas or solutions that will take the company from
the current security situation to the targeted security situation.
• When defined ideas and solutions are ready, we implement them as Information security operations which bring concretes configurations and measures of
information security by implementing security functions to reduce indentified risk
in production processes of the company.
The last step is to implement a kind of feedback procedure which helps us to
find and correct irregularities for the purpose of the evolution of the defined information systems security management.
All these steps can be represented here in a management model such as the
PDCA model, which consists of the four steps: plan, do, check and act:

Fig. 1. PDCA Model
Such models describe evolution processes that help us to describe major activities in the system from start to the end, or from ‘problem faced’ to ‘problem
solved’.
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Research questions
Scientific studies in information systems security management interest certain
aspects in relation with the following question:
What problems do companies have in implementing a management system of
their information systems security, and what methodology do they use, to reach an
optimized information systems security management they need?
To answer this question, scientists do not have a fix position and determined
unique consideration:
Companies have various strategies, objectives and cultural climate and structures; that is why the best way of managing systems and the used method to
achieve optimized management is always deferent from one company to another.
From here, in the intention of companies to implement very safe a good means to
change the situation, this paper presents a platform of a well organized information
systems security management methodology. Companies and scientists can use the
platform to get chosen approaches, taking into account their own situation and relation with the problem to solve. Another purpose here is to construct a comprehensive methodology for a part of the platform. In accordance with the chosen research question here, the platform for the scientific research – presented and explained summary here – is a process representation of different company activities
initiated when that company wants to reach a target of optimized system of management for it information security. From the above said, we have to refer to this
platform as a model to build our information systems security management system
process.

Fig. 2. Optimal level of security
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Information security process model
The information system security management process model describes different steps and significant activities concerned on a level of detailed comprehension
to help to adapt to new conditions targeted by the company. The information system security management model divides the the information system security process into sub-processes (figure 3).

Fig. 3. The Information Security Management Process
The evaluation stage consist of the stage where activities to assess the current situation according to the information security management in the company. It
considers not only the administrative, organizational security issues, but also the
technical security issues. The targeted results of this evaluation step are reports of
vulnerabilities and deficiencies related to the company’s information security.

Fig. 4. The evaluation stage
For this step, one of the main objectives to reach is how to perform risk assessment, for this future achievement, we set and use the following analytical
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structure.

Fig. 5. Analysis in Risk assessment scheme
For this analysis, here is the procedure we follow:
1. Classify and analyze the information asset
2. Document all current information Systems situations
3. Document all potential evolutions and improvements
4. Decide on how to assess risk
Here there are four possibilities:
- Fist situation: Control exists and functions correctly
- Second: Compensating control exists and functions correctly
- Third: Control not applicable here for some reasons
- Fourth: Control doesn’t exist or doesn’t function correctly.
The best way here is to adopt multidimensional analysis strategy which depends on the business orientation and structure, information technologies architectures and structures, and the perceived efficiency (costs and benefits) of the implemented controls.
The next thing to do is to respect the following procedure:
Verify effective existence and function: If one of the first two options is
chosen, one can be documented in option if any verification of the case has been
performed, for example a real technical test, or even if the risk assessment has been
conducted on a basis of the case.
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Register reason for non-applicability: If the third option is chosen – “Control not applicable because of some reasons”, then the reason why it has happened
must be registered in documents. For example, a question about a filter for traffic
protection in a company against threats trough Internet might not be applicable to
organizations and information systems do not have internet connection.
Analyze degree of exposure: If the fourth option is chosen, it means that
some kind of vulnerabilities is detected in the system. In that case, we have to analyze the level of exposure to this vulnerability on a defined ranging scale from
“very low” to “very high”.
Finished: At the end of each process for each control, we have start again
with the next iteration of controls. The number of controls in the cycle is from 100
and above to more controls, this number depends on the defined set of controls to
execute in the system.
The formation stage Uses the reports from the previous stage as its major input, and adds knowledge got from the company organization, its business architecture, processes, culture, and so on. The aim here is to find ideas and solutions
adapted to the company that will help to correct most of vulnerabilities and deficiencies in target information system. The formation stage here is mostly analytical, that is why solutions in this step are in the conceptual form.

Fig. 6. The Formation stage
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The question to be answered here is what are the success factors for a good
implementation of an information system security management?
We noticed that the following capabilities are requested for a success implementation of a good information system security management.
- Financial.
- Commanding.
- Analytic.
- Project management.
- Executive.
- Communicative.

Fig. 7. Success factors
The implementation stage gets its inputs data from the conceptual formation
stage and transforms them to a functional organization. It shows for example how
to install and configure technical operations of information security mechanisms,
but also a security education, awareness and training to the personnel. As soon as
implemented, the information systems security management system goes operational and begins to generate feedback information for the next iteration for the
control cycle as a new input for the next evaluation phase.
The research strategy here at the implementation stage is based on exploitation of information and data collected from different industry groups based on the
following model (Fig. 9), but also on using a theoretical model of information systems security management (Fig. 10). At the end we use the methodology which
combines both qualitative and quantitative research techniques
The fig. 10 represents the theoretical model got from question-responses from
a large number of information systems security experts classified by using their intended construction and model with statistical studies.
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Fig. 8. The Implementation stage

Fig. 9. Practical model of research at the implementation stage
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Fig. 10. Theoretical model of information systems security management
Conclusion
Due to the specificity of the research question and the research results here,
the research question cannot be answered directly. But not also all the results can
be applied without taking the context in account. In fact, a part of the answers to
our problem are here in this paper but there is still to do to complete them as we
just propose and analyze a model and there are a lot of other possibilities coming
next in our future papers.
The main purpose of this scientific study has been to analyze and explore the
extent unknown - area of information systems security management in companies.
By designing a model for the evaluation, formation and implementation for information systems security management, and by identifying the fundamental building
components of information systems security management (Goals, actors, limitations, resources, threats, assessment and controls), this research has practical and
theoretical contributions.
Practically, the results here can be used in industry as a model for governing
information systems security. They can help to compare different processes and
practices in industry. Professionals can use these results and get new methodology
to optimize their job efficiency.
Universities in the domain of information systems security management can
use the results here, to study, to build a coherent and complete culture and body of
knowledge in the information systems security management, with the objective
that we have to be able to generate knowledge to build models and theories which
can help professionals analyze, understand, own, control, and predict how information systems security management is being implemented in their companies.
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Introduction
Article contains the short review of Iraq scientific journals published in the
computer science field. The review is structured on subject of journals. Authors
understand that didn't capture the full list of magazines and apologize the editorial
boards which haven't found in the review.
1. Importance of scientific publishing
The importance of scientific publishing in how to convey to benefit from
them as we have mentioned earlier, because quantity is In the presence of good
where publishing is manifested through the following:
1. Contribute effectively to the development of ways and methods of work
with thousands of replies and institutions through access to everything new.
2. Activate the movement of scientific research.
3. The development of scientific awareness of the need of scientific research
between community's response to the widest.
4. Ensure the rights of authors in their research published because the process
of documenting it.
5. The way to achieve moral and material benefits through bonuses scientific
and research and professional status envisaged that in the scientific and research
between scientists and other professors.
6. Very optimal to the world of fame and immortality.
2. Stages of publishing scientific journals
The process of publishing scientific journal with a set of steps or stages that
can be determined by the researcher and deal with according to his point of view,
which was built on the nature of the desktop publishing and what he have estimated from scientific journals under the study follows.
2.1.Authoring stage: begin to identify the researcher who purports to write a
specific search for the subject of his research or problem tries to write as well as
other matters related to this sources such as searching for and identifying and general writing frame and collecting information and data research tools known,
analysis and organization, which also includes tables, graphs and so on and then
the findings and recommendations and write margins as given In the main part.
And finally researcher writes a draft search and then the final print and by Instructions For each journal.
2.2.Calendar phase: in this phase the researcher delivers his research done
more than copy and according to the instructions. Publication of each journal and
common research triplicate two consign to the chiropractors. In the case of search
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hit someone send the third copy to the third ingredient, and that is all prepared in
accordance with the form to assess research and fabricated so that the journal accept or reject the search.
2.3. Stage amendments: after that evaluators (i.e. reader) install their observations about the research due to the journal until it is Notice to the researcher, has
observed that the notification process researcher this is virtually disabled, but be
Review process through alternating researchers and ask them about it. The proposed amendments are on As follows:
• acceptance of research in its current form and without modifications;
• acceptance of research with minor modifications;
• acceptance of research with significant modifications;
• acceptance of research with significant modifications, with the condition returns denominated find it in the case of complete modifications;
• find refused altogether.
2.4. Stage of Acceptance: after the researcher amendments required
and submitted to the journal, which in turn accept research study in the light of the
amendments the former for the purpose of granting admission publishing and select the folder number and date for it.
2.5. Deployment phase: in this phase is the deployment of papers accepted
for publication in advance and specified the date of publication and directed the
journal.
Journal as its final form and in accordance with the following technical operations:
• assembly, modification and typesetting research accepted for publication
and a certain pre-set on with simple adjustments research that need it;
• work on adding data for the journal and by the policy of the journal and publishing instructions and title page and instructions and the names of the bodies responsible for the journal and the volume number and the number and year of publication;
• print covers the journal;
• clone specific payment from the journal;
• sorting and grouping to prepare cloned;
• CBS journal and taken out in its familiar form;
• distribution.
3. Scientific journals published in Iraq in the computer field
3.1. Specialized journals
AL-Rafidain Journal of Computer Sciences
Aims and Scopes: The Al-Rafidain Journal is an international one which publishes written researches articles in English or Arabic in the areas of both computer
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sciences. Contribution is open for researchers of all nationalities. One volume of
the Journal is published each year. Each volume consists of two issues. Authors
wishing to submit an article for publication should send their manuscript by the
journal E-mail as Word format. Al-Rafidain Journal was founded by the College of
Computer Sciences in 2002.
E-mail: rjcm_2003@yahoo.com
Iraqi journal of computers, communication, control and systems engineering
The Iraqi Journal of Computers, Communications, Control and Systems Engineering (IJCCCE) is a quarterly engineering journal issued by the University of
Technology/ Baghdad, aiming to enrich the knowledge in Computer, communication and control fields.
E-mail: ijccce_ uot@yahoo.com
Journal of Kufa for Computer
Description of The Journal The Journal is one of the major contribution to the
Scientific Research Programmes at University of Kufa. It is published by Faulty of
Computer Sciences at the University of Kufa. The Journal is mainly concern with
publications of a high quality researches that meet the publication conditions in a
specialist of Computing. It is quarterly journal, to include two numbers during a
year (paper and electronic). The journal release its first issue successfully in April
2010.
Web: www.uokufa.edu.iq
Journal of Engineering Rafidain Mosul University
The first issue of Al Rafidain Engineering Journal published in 1993 by the
college of engineering – University of Mosul. The journal is publishing at a rate of
six issues in the year (Bi-Monthly). The journal publishes the referred original and
valuable engineering research papers. Al Rafidain engineering journal includes the
following titles: • Architectural Engineering • Civil Engineering • Computer Engineering • Electrical Engineering • Environmental Engineering • Mechanical Engineering • Megatronic Engineering • Water Resources Engineering The aim of publishing the journal is to develop the knowledge in the fields of applied engineering
science. • irrigation and drainage engineering • Computer Engineering.
Web: http://www.alrafidain.engineering-coll-mosul.com/
Iraqi Journal of Computer Engineering, communications and control
systems
Journal of engineering and specialized journal published by the University of
Technology - Baghdad is concerned with the scientific engineering research that
are relevant in the field of Computer Engineering, communications and control
systems and applications
E-mail: ijccce_uot@yahoo.com
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AL-Rafidain Journal of Computer Sciences and Mathematics
Aims and Scopes: The Al-Rafidain Journal is an international one which publishes written researches articles in English or Arabic in the areas of both computer
sciences and mathematics. Contribution is open for researchers of all nationalities.
One volume of the Journal is published each year. Each volume consists of two issues.
E-mail: rjcm_2003@yahoo.com
3.2. Multifield journals
Iraqi Journal of Science
The Iraqi journal of science is a quarterly specified scientific journal issued by
the Faculty of Science at the University of Baghdad.
The specialty of publication includes the following fields: 1.Pure and Applied
Physics. 2.Mathematical Sciences. 3.Computer Science and Information Technology. 4.Science of chemistry. 5.Bio-Science technologies. 6.Earth Sciences, geophysics, and remote sensing. 7.Astronomy, Space Sciences, and Remote Sensing
Unit. 8.Science and Research of tropical area.
The visions, goals, and the mechanisms of the Iraqi Journal of Science is to
publish scientific research sober in the areas of Applied and Pure Sciences and instructive Iraqi society, scientific research, scientific interest large to contribute to
the development of various disciplines, which provides significant support to researchers in all scientific facilities to continue to support the development plans in
Iraq.
Website: http://ijs.scbaghdad.edu.iq
Basrah journal of science
A scientific and evaluated journal that issued in three parts. 1st -mathematics,
computers and physics. 2nd – chemistry, and 3rd – biology, geology. Within the
three parts depend on the nature of the paper first issued: 1968 Vol. issued/year: 2
(with different no.). Each vol. contains between 10-15 papers.
E-mail: basrahcenter55@yahoo.com
Al-Qadisiya Journal for Engineering Sciences
Al-Qadisiya Journal for Engineering Sciences (QJES), ISSN: 1198-4456, was
established in 2008. The Journal, in its current form, is intended to contribute to
the state of the art in all fields of engineering research. The Journal is a peerreviewed journal and is published by the Faculty of Engineering, Al-Qadisiya University. The journal is now published Quarterly (March, June, September and December.
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